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GPS Trackers

Please note that more information available online.
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GPS Avenger Tracker
Made by Spy Equipment UK - The GPS Avenger is
the latest addition to our magnetic vehicle trackers that
uses a dedicated tracking platform website. This
superb unit provides comprehensive ‘live’ and
historical tracking functionality with no need for
specialist software makes it accessible from all webconnected Smartphones, Tablets and Desktop
computers. A professional, but easy to use surveillance
tracking device.

Product Code: GPS1

£269.00 (exc. VAT)

£322.80 (inc. VAT)

The GPS Avenger is an excellent magnetically deployable vehicle
tracker that couples superbly put together GPS tracker hardware
together with a robust tracking website with secure access available
from any web-connected device. This GPS Avenger is the ideal choice
for customers who want a professional and feature-rich piece of tracking
technology.

Both GPS and Cell Tracking Provided
The majority of available GPS tracking devices obtain accurate updated
locations from GPS satellites orbiting and beaming down global
positioning signals to the Earth surface. As a general rule this is a more
than satisfactory method to keep a track of vehicles, plant, machinery
and other moveable structures. However, GPS can sometimes fail
especially when the tracked asset does not have a direct view of the
sky, for example when a vehicle enters a multi-storey car park or
plant/machinery is put into covered transport. What makes our tracking
devices different is that they have cell location tracking technology to
back up the advanced GPS system. If GPS transmission is not
available, but the device still has a mobile phone signal, then a location
(in the form of a location circle) can be displayed on the tracking
console map within which the unit will be positioned. As soon as the
GPS Avenger can lock onto the GPS signals again, then the more
accurate pin-point location icon will again replace the cell location based
circle.

Water Resistant Case - Super Strong Magnets

Features
Magnetic vehicle and asset tracker
that is easy to deploy and monitor.
Made for professionals, but usable
by anybody with a computer, tablet
or smartphone
Real time GPS tracking with 15
second live location updates (or
longer between if required)
Cell location tracking ability serves
as a backup if device loses GPS
(When going into a tunnel or
underground carpark, but where
mobile phone signal still exists)
Completely weatherproof sealed
casing – ideal for under vehicle
deployment capability
No on/off switch ensures that
device will not be accidentally
switched off when deployed
Internal
fully
rechargeable
5200mAh Lithium battery – In-Built
Motion Sensor will automatically
power down to conserve battery
power when not in operation for 5
minutes...

The tracking technology is fully protected, sealed within a tough water
and dust resistant case that is designed to shield the internal electronics
from environments such as the underside of a vehicle in all weather. To
keep the casing completely weathe

Please note that more information available online.
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GPS Defender - On Demand Tracker
A compact versatile tracking unit that is ideal for short
to medium term people and asset tracking. Controlled
directly from your Smartphone with no tracking
platform subscriptions required.

Product Code: GPS6

£177.00 (exc. VAT)

£212.40 (inc. VAT)

The GPS Defender (On Demand Tracker) is designed for people and
asset tracking. It is a portable and compact device that can be carried in
the pocket, hidden in a bag, case, or luxury goods or even attached to
expensive equipment for extra peace of mind.

Control Directly From Smartphone
This tracker is designed and set up to be used to talk directly to your
Smartphone by SMS. There are a number of ways that the tracking
system can be used. Most customers purchase this unit because they
do not have to log onto a tracking panel and can simply call the number
of the SIM card that they put in the unit and receive an SMS location
back. The SMS received contains a real-time link to a map that will,
when clicked on, automatically display on the screen of the
Smartphone.

Receive Locations as Link in SMS
Other programmable functionality includes the ability to request the unit
to send out regular locations to your Smartphone and the ability to
request a location be automatically sent from the unit to your
Smartphone when the device moves. It should be noted that each and
every SMS location received will be at the standard cost for the network
provider of the SIM that has been put into the GPS Defender unit. Some
network providers will offer deals with large amounts of SMS messages
included for a reasonable price which would help keep operating costs
down.

Efficient Design - Low Power Consumption

Features
Neat and compact design ideal for
tracking both assets and people /
VIP’s
Easy to carry in the pocket, around
the neck or to conceal in a bag,
case or prized asset
Fully
rechargeable
1150mAh
lithium ion battery – Operational:
-20°C ~ +60°C
Battery Consumption – up to 7
days life dependant upon how
often a GPS location is demanded
from the unit
Latest SiRF Star IV (50 channel)
GPS chipset technology with inbuilt high gain antenna
In-Built
Motion
Sensor
will
automatically power down certain
systems to conserve battery power
when not moving for 5 minutes
Control
directly
from
your
Smartphone – call the SIM in the
unit and receive back a location
map link by SMS
Send SMS command to unit to set
up automated regular locations to
be sent to your smartphone...

The GPS Defender uses the latest SiRF Star IV chipset, which has
economic power usage, will ensure that users get the most from each
battery charge. This fact ensures that the dimensions

Please note that more information available online.
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GPS Defender Asset / People Tracker
This compact and versatile asset tracker is perfect for
short to medium term people and asset tracking.
Linked to our dedicated tracking platform, the live and
historic data can be accessed from any web-enabled
device.

Product Code: GPS7

£239.00 (exc. VAT)

£286.80 (inc. VAT)

The GPS Defender asset tracker is designed for people and asset
tracking. It is a portable and compact device that can be carried in the
pocket, hidden in a bag, case, or luxury goods or even attached to
expensive equipment for extra peace of mind.

Ideal for Short to medium Term Asset
Tracking
When it comes to asset tracking, the key factors are optimised operation
and scheduled reports. The GPS Defenderâ&#128;&#153;s unique
timer design allows it to remain in deep-sleep mode all or most of the
time (when stationary). This asset tracker only sends location reports
according to the pre-defined schedule, during periods when it is
â&#128;&#152;on-the-moveâ&#128;&#153;, ensuring users get the
most from each battery charge. This makes The GPS Defender
excellent for short term asset tracking and as a personnel and asset
tracker. The compact design ensures that it is easy to carry on the
person or maybe secrete in a bag, a case or within a package of some
description.

Motion Detection - A People Tracker With
Efficient Power Usage
Motion detection is an essential feature in this people tracker. It is a
feature that is important when used in various scenarios, whether it be
for the elderly or chronically ill or for keeping tabs on an asset, or
vehicle maybe. This unit has an in-built motion sensor, which activates
when the tracking device is moved. This sets off the process of sending
out a location on a preset regular basis over the mobile phone data
network, to our dedicated online tracking platform at intervals as little as
ev

Features
A neat and compact asset tracker
ideal for tracking both assets and
people / VIP’s
Real time tracking with 15 second
live updates (or longer between if
required)
Easy to carry in the pocket, around
the neck or to conceal in a bag,
case or prized asset/li>
Fully
rechargeable
1150mAh
lithium ion battery – Operational:
-20°C ~ +60°C
Battery Consumption – up to 4
days life or standby Time up to 1
month (2 to 3 hours movement per
day)
Latest SiRF Star IV (50 channel)
GPS chipset technology with inbuilt high gain antenna
On-Board Memory will store any
lost location data even when the
GPRS coverage is low
This very clever people tracker has
an in-Built Motion Sensor will
automatically power down to
conserve battery power when not
in operation for 5 minutes...

Please note that more information available online.
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GPS Enforcer Vehicle Tracker
The GPS Enforcer is a superb ‘on-demand’
magnetic GPS tracker controlled from your mobile
phone using calls and SMS (text) messages. Simple to
use, ‘plug and go’ technology to keep you in control
on the move.

Product Code: GPS3

£129.00 (exc. VAT)

£154.80 (inc. VAT)

If you are looking for a GPSÂ Tracking Device that can magnetically
attach to the underside of a vehicle, doesnâ&#128;&#153;t need special
software, but offers incredible performance capability, then look no
further than theÂ GPS Enforcer Vehicle Tracker
All you require to use the device is an active SIM card with credit on it
and a mobile phone (preferably a smartphone). There is no need to use
a computer to run a special tracking platform, so keeping an eye on
your tracker can be done â&#128;&#152;on-the-flyâ&#128;&#153; from
almost anywhere.

Simple Operation - No Special Software
Needed
It really is a matter of making a call or sending a SMS to the phone
number of SIM card that you put inside the tracker to get its current
location back to your mobile phone. The message that you receive will
be an SMS (text) message that contains map coordinates, time, date,
speed of the vehicle, battery power remaining and a link to Google
Maps showing exactly where the tracker is on the map. If you have ever
used Google Maps on your phone you will already be aware that you
can easily zoom in and out of the maps for closer or wider view and
swap between standard map and satellite view.

Strong Magnetic Shoe - Strong and Durable
The GPS Enforcer Vehicle Tracker is made from quality materials and is
solidly built and has a large flush-fit magnetic plate that enables the unit
to be firmly attached to the underside of the vehicle to be tracked. The
magnetic pull strength is approximately 50 Kilograms so the tracker will
not be affected by the vehicle being ja

Features
GPS Vehicle Tracker designed for
covert operations
Easily attached to the underside of
the vehicle with integrated strong
magnet
Easy to deploy – simple to use out
of the box
Live updates direct to your mobile
phone by SMS messages
Uses Google Maps to display
comprehensive locational mapping
information
Satellite mapping view and zoom
capability
No special software needed – No
computer required
Powered by integral 6000 mAh
rechargeable lithium battery
Battery standby time: 60 days –
Normal usage conditions: 2 to 3
weeks
Battery full recharge time of 5 to 6
hours
Battery alerts with each location
received
(percentage
power
remaining)
Shock alerts to inform when
vehicle is on the move...

Please note that more information available online.
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GPS Evolution Vehicle Tracker
Made by Spy Equipment UK - The upgraded GPS
Evolution is one of our superb range of magnetic
vehicle trackers. Invariably chosen by professional
investigators, this powerful surveillance tool is ideal for
long term GPS vehicle tracking requirements.
Manufactured in the UK by the Spy Equipment UK
team.

Product Code: GPS2

£299.00 (exc. VAT)

£358.80 (inc. VAT)

The GPS Evolution is a superb tried and tested magnetic vehicle
tracking device that offers the very best in GPS tracker hardware
backed up by our superb tracking service. This device is the obvious
choice for the professional investigator or those who are looking for a
feature-rich piece of tracking technology.

Latest GPS and Cell Tracking Technology
Onboard
Most GPS tracking devices available rely on obtaining accurate updated
locations from an array of satellites orbiting and beaming down GPS to
the Earths surface. As a general rule this is a more than satisfactory
method to keep a track of vehicles, plant, machinery and other
moveable structures. However, GPS can often fail when the tracked
asset is not in view of the sky, for example when a vehicle enters a multistorey car park or plant/machimery is put into a covered transporter.
What makes the GPS Evolution so different is that it now has cell
location tracking technology to back up the advanced GPS system. If
GPS transmission is lost, but the device still has a mobile phone signal,
then a location circle will be displayed on the tracking console map in
which the unit will be located. As soon as the GPS Evolution can lock
onto the GPS signals again, then the more accurate location icon will
again replace the cell location based circle.

Water Resistant Case - Super Strong Magnets
The tracking unit is fully enclosed within a tough sealed, water and dust
resistant case that is designed to protect the internal electronics in
environments such as the underside of a vehicle in all weathers. To
keep the casing completely weatherproof the GPS Evolution now has
an internal magnetic on/off switch that can be operated using the
supplied magnet and a waterproof

Features
Real time GPS tracking with 15
second live updates (or longer
between if required)
Cell location tracking as a back up
if tracking device loses GPS such
as when going into a tunel or
underground
carpark
(where
mobile phone signal still exists)
Completely sealed casing making
it weatherproof and ideal for under
vehicle deployment
Magnetic on/off switch ensures
that device will not be accidentally
switched off when deployed
Internal
fully
rechargeable
5200mAh or optional 8000mAh
Lithium battery
Battery Consumption – approx. 2
weeks life – Standby Time up to 12
months (5200mAh ) or approx 3
weeks life – Standby up to 18
months (8000mAh) – based on 2
hours driving per day using
Joint 64 Kilogram magnetic holding
power for secure deployment
beneath a vehicle...

Please note that more information available online.
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GPS Patrol
This is a versatile hard-wired GPS Tracker for fleet
vehicles, motorcycles, plant machinery, lorries, motor
boats and outdoor equipment where power for the unit
can be drawn from the vehicle/asset to which it is
attached.

Product Code: GPS5

£232.50 (exc. VAT)

£279.00 (inc. VAT)

The GPS Patrol really is the ideal tracking device for long-term or
permanent tracking of vehicles or mobile assets, the GPS Patrol is ideal
for fleet vehicles, motorcycles, plant machinery, lorries, motor boats and
other outdoor equipment.

Full Package Provided - No Hidden Costs
Involved
Many tracking device providers have ongoing running costs in the form
of tracking credits in addition to adding credit to the SIM card. This
normally means that a regular payments have to be made to keep
credits topped up in order to ensure that the location information from
the tracking device is accessible on the tracking panel to which it is
linked. This can prove very costly over time. The GPS Patrol tracker
package gives you our latest â&#128;&#152;hard-wiredâ&#128;&#153;
device fitted with with an active cross-network UK / SIM card, included
data package together with your own password protected access to our
sophisticated online tracking platform through which you will be able to
see your vehicle moving live in real time from your PC, iPad or
Smartphone. This means that you will always get the best service
between EE, Vodafone and O2 and have the benefit of (included)
unlimited tracking across countries of the EU area. The SIM and
platform subscription will need to be renewed annually to retain full use
of the system, although the first 12 months are included with the
purchase price.

Accurate GPS With LBS Tracking Backup
System

Features
Robust IP67 casing – Highly water
and dust resistant and heatproof to
85ºC
Simple installation – 2/3 wire
connection
Power input between 6 and 36
volts with power surge protection
up to 65 volts
Back-up
battery
–
Li-Ion
3.7V/1000mAh
Latest GPS and GSM modules
with AGPS and cell location
services
In-built GPS and GSM antennas –
Compact and less complicated to
install
Ignition switch or motion activated
tracking activation
Realtime and historic tracking
facility – Configurable real time/idle
tracking settings
On-board memory storage – stores
up to GPS locations for later
delivery when there is no local
phone signal coverage
GPS tracking accuracy is generally
to within 5 metres...

The GPS Patrol can send location information updates every 15
seconds that it is on the move. Where GPS signal is available the
locations will be accurate within approximately

Please note that more information available online.
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Lifetime Asset Tracker
The Lifetime asset tracker is a very long life GPS
tracking device that is perfect as theft protection for
vehicles and assets including Plant, Caravans, Static
Homes, Trailers, Horse Boxes, Tractors, Boats and
any other valuable movable objects

Product Code: GPS8

£219.00 (exc. VAT)

£262.80 (inc. VAT)

The Lifetime Asset Tracker has been designed with extremely long
deployment in mind. Ideal for all types of vehicle and movable structure,
this tracking solution is exactly what the industry has been waiting for.

Trouble
â&#128;&#152;LifeTimeâ&#128;&#153;
Deployment

Free

Where there is a need to protect valuable assets from theft tracking is
now the first consideration. What is needed is a solution that allows for a
device to be secreted within the asset, with no requirement for charging
of batteries and no concerns over SIM cards being deactivated by the
network provider during the lifetime of the tracking device. The Lifetime
Asset Tracker covers these two major factors, providing the perfect
asset security solution.

Robust Enclosure for Changing Environments
The incorporated battery can last up to 15 years! And because there is
no need for charging or SIM card change the tracking device is
completely sealed making it water and dust and shock proof. All this
ensures that the tracker is robust enough to withstand the rigors of
changing outdoor environments. The super-long battery life also means
that this GPS tracker can over time be moved to monitor a number of
different assets/objects.

Features
Robust sealed design that is
waterproof, dust and shockproof
Tracking locations each and every
time the asset tracker is stationary
Long slender design allows it to be
slotted in place within the structure
of your asset
Battery is totally enclosed, no
charging necessary – Operational:
-20°C ~ +60°C
Battery Consumption – up to 15
years (up to 12 months if switched
to’ live’ mode)
Latest SiRF Star IV (50 channel)
GPS chipset technology with inbuilt high gain antenna for
excellent accuracy
Inbuilt
Motion
Sensor
will
automatically power down to
conserve battery battery after static
location is given
Geo-Fencing will alert you via
email the moment the unit leaves
any user defined area...

Versatility By Design
The long slim cylindrical design allows the device to be hidden within a
variety of valuable assets including Plant machinery and equipment,
caravans, trailers, horse boxes, tractors, boats,other vehicles and other
moveable objects that have a high replacement cost. The tracking
system will only give a location for the asset when it is stationary, so if

Please note that more information available online.
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Micro Tracker
The NEW Micro Tracker is a superb addition to our
range of GPS tracking devices. Much smaller than our
previous version, it is perfectly suited for monitoring of
vulnerable persons, packages, assets, bags and many
other items.

Product Code: GPS4OLD

£152.00 (exc. VAT)

£182.40 (inc. VAT)

The Micro Tracker truly compliments our range of GPS tracking devices
adding a unit that is small yet versatile enough to be used in ways our
other larger products cannot.
It is amazingly compact and can be hidden in many everyday things and
is perfectly suited for tracking and monitoring of people, packages,
assets, bags and many other items that would have previously been
completely inconceivable!

Worldwide Capability - Small and Powerful
This maybe one of the smallest trackers available, but that
doesnâ&#128;&#153;t mean that it is lacking in capability in any way.
Available in two colours (Black/white) at only 25 grammes the device is
exceptionally light, but it features an omni-directional SiRF Star III GPS
antenna and a Quad-Band GSM engine providing worldwide capability.
Despite reporting its location every 20 seconds that it's on the move, the
specialist battery saving electronics ensure that the unit is capable of up
to 3 days operational deployment time, with normal usage, which is
exceptional considering its size.

Track the Micro Tracker via Phone or Web
App
When deployed the Micro Tracker is set to report back its location every
20 seconds that it is on-the-move, albeit a built-in movement sensor will
shut down reporting when the device has been stationary for 5 minutes.
Included Web and Smartphones apps p

Features
Simple to use tiny tracker – control
using your mobile phone or
through computer app
Ideal for asset / package / person
tracking,
maybe
vulnerable
persons or the elderly
Incredibly small: 38 x 38 x 14mm –
Only 22 grammes in weight
Tracks via GPS, LBS and WiFi –
GPS antenna: omni-direction helix
type – SiRF Star III
Quad-Band
GSM
engine
–
850/900/1800/1900MHz meaning
that it can be used in any country
worldwide
Powered
by
an
internal
rechargeable
450mAH
Li-on
battery – charger lead supplied
Good operational battery life – Up
to 3 days under normal usage
Battery status shown on-screen in
app and low battery alert sent to as
an alarm notification in-app
Swift battery recharge time:
approximately 3 hours...

Please note that more information available online.
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